
The paper "The Concept of Self-Directed Learning" is an outstanding example of an education essay. The imp 
ortance of a student to be the person of having abilities to develop such attributes like dispositions, to become self-di
rected, independent and lifelong learners. Along with all this, they must be such learners who have confidence, expe 
rience, and thinking skills to adapt to our ever-changing future. The students of the new world have a lot of responsi 
bilities to fulfill and in this case they have to face a lot of challenges of the world. There a lot of factors t 
o think upon in this case that are essential to consider about and that are normally missed. These issues or factors are
very minute in general but have very important in have an effect on the overall life. But the dilemma of the day is th 
at these minor issues becomes inconsiderable that affected very drastically upon the student life in general and upon 
the society commonly. With the statement of these, it is very important to know one thing that can be well explained
by a psychological theory of Adorno who focuses on an individuals behavior overall. A human 
beings internal and external limitations and then their behavior under those limitation or boundaries. An indi 
vidual has to first evaluate itself within the first evaluation limitation or boundary that is internal family structure. Th
en it has to evaluate itself for another boundary that is outside world to prove be a compatible one to face the 
outer world. After all these an individual then shows an appropriate behavior under those circumstances. That is basi
cally dependent on; self-identification, exposure to the outer world, Development of personality, Assessment of pers
onality, Individual requirement of fulfillment on the basis of Equality levels. There is a need to mention 
why to quote this theory here, the main reason is that what the basic goal that needs to be achieved is studen 
ts should know about the challenges of the world that they have to face in their coming years of life and what is the c
ompetency level they would have to deal with those requirements of the new age and of the challenges of the day. S 
o according to the theory the first lesson is from home, and then to the outer world. These lessons can play a vital rol
e in the life of a student. With the reference of the above explained further by the help of the following questions. E 
mphasis why it is necessary? What would happen in the absence of this support? What happens in the presence of su
pport? What needs to change to provide this support? Starting with the emphasis why it is necessary. No 
w a days there is very short time to learn, to earn, to make earnings best, to get good projects and then to get a better 
job. A student after the education has to face a lot of challenges in the practical life. Then it comes under considerati 
on of the individual that what should be the best path to select to move on. And what has been selected that is creatin
g a lot of problems in all ways. There are different roles in this way to make the life of a student better and the perso 
nality of the student as well. These roles can be divided among parents and teachers. Parents can provide sufficient i 
nformation to the student basically at home that can open up the mind of a student to develop know-how about the o 
uter world first. Parents can provide students a confidence after trusting them and to guide them specifically. When s
tudents have this confidence then they have a confidence to pace in the outer world. Then there appears a role of tea 
chers who can provide a platform to student after providing better judgment and skimming capabilities in them. Ther
e is another important point if there are certain subjects who make a student to develop a know how to identify the in
ner capabilities and how to highlight those capabilities that results in a better way. And these subjects should be esse
ntial and should not be optional. So that every student can get the benefit of it and can make a better judgment for its
elf. According to the other question, what would happen in the absence of the support is that a student w 
ho doesnt have such support would definitely have to face a lot of problems. If such students compared with 
those students who are supported by their parents and teachers then results are not good. As such student have 
to pass through a long chain process of self experiences and then learn the lesson and that wastes a lot of time that is 
quite risky in 21st century to move forward positively and to face the problems at first step. So will be less confiden 
t and unaware of its capabilities and would come to know about its positive points after facing experiences that can b
e bad. The answers of the rest of the questions are along with the answer of the first. There are certain ot 
her factors to consider about that are affect of students personality that can be ranked by a students o 
wn attribute. Those are negative thinking about parents behavior, negative thinking about teachers b 
ehavior with the class and within the class individually, grades in class, personal issues based on being stubborn, car 
eless behavior, lack of self motivation. These attributes may proves an obstacle on the way of a student to restrict to 
move forward and these problems can be handled gently by the co ordination of parents and teachers. If parents give
proper attention to the student then can remove many deficiencies that become defenseless to the student in the futu 
re. Along with this, another issue is very important and that is if these deficiencies will not be improved at home first
then become sewer and student can be surrounded by different types of fears that restricts student personality to full 
y groom. Furthermore after overcoming these problems it would be possible to reproduce fully a 
ware and knowledge oriented people who can better understand their problems and can better suggest multiple ways 
of getting better solutions. This goal can be achieved by making better coordination among parents and teacher and t
hen to structure of education. If these milestones can be achieved then it would present better results than before the 



process of self learning about the skills and further issues. So after processing students through the 
pipeline or tunnel of such a structure of education along with the co ordination of parents and teachers, there appeare
d to be a strong and high moral student who would be fully aware of domains and have confidence in their decisions
. Such students prove themselves to be a self directed or self learner student who would better perform i 
n the outer world professionally. To deal with the challenges of 21st century there is a need of competent students w 
ho prove themselves in the field of profession and personal life as a confident and self directed, self learner, self awa
re and self motivated individual of a society that can only be possible by the strong support of teachers, parents and s
trong education strategies and structure. 
 


